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As a result of our
supporters’ thoughtful and continued donations,
P.A.W.S. was able to make some needed renovations to P.A.W.S. this
summer. Our first project was to honor the memory of our benefactors and friends
by updating the front of the building. Several bids were given, but Mr. Rick
Bernardin offered a great bid and an even greater vision.  Smaller trees that hid the
front façade of the building were removed and planted to the east of the building.
Rose bushes took their place along with a flowing border of pavers and room for
sitting and contemplating the many names of friends, pets, and company
supporters. Thank you to Bernardin Landscaping, and thank you to all our benefactors.

In addition to the front of the building, we made some changes to the two existing large outdoor play yards. Frequent visitors
will note that the two large outdoor runs for dogs were re-configured to allow for four dogs. This has doubled the number of
dogs playing outside, and what a world of difference for those dogs needing an extra-energy burn! The design, reviewed and
approved by the board, allows access to all four runs safely for the dogs and their handlers. Lighting has recently been added
to assist the volunteers in the evenings. Later projects planned by the Boy Scouts promise some additional features in inner-
scaping the run areas. The P.A.W.S. volunteers have been very positive in their response to the additional runs, and the dogs?
Well, let’s say dogs really do know how to smile.

New dog runs....
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Scott (Scout) Cleary
If you head over and visit the shelter, you’ll notice a few changes.
First of all, our Adoptable Dog areas (both inside and out) have
a fresh coat of paint on them. We have a brand new personalized
donation box adorning our entrance way. And we finally have a
much-needed weather proof sign holder for the front of the
building. All of these improvements were the result of months of
hard work and planning by Scott Cleary a Boy Scout from Troop
#318 who generously selected PAWS Animal Shelter as the
beneficiary of his Eagle Scout Project. 

Scott meticulously organized each project from start to finish. Accompanied by an army of 22 scouts from his troop
they arrived on November 11, 2012 and began work on the three projects simultaneously. The day was a flurry of
activity with boys painting in the back and sawing and hammering in the front. As if this wasn’t enough, Scott
somehow found the time to organize a donation drive for our animals with over 200 items received and more on
the way!

PAWS wishes to thank Scott, Orland Park Boy Scout Troop #318 and the moms and dads who helped with this
project. We also wish to congratulate Scott on his achievement. The rank of Eagle Scout is the highest attainable
rank in the Boy Scouts of America.

Congratulations Scott and thank you from the PAWS Board of Directors
and our four-legged occupants! Way To Go!

Scott has asked to acknowledge the following:

• His father, Kevin Cleary, for all of his support with drilling and editing the construction aspects, and
providing supplies for the project.

• His mother, Diane Cleary, for all of her incredible emotional support through the entire process and being
at the project even though she has allergies.

• All the volunteers, his friends and family, the scouts of Troop 318, and Scoutmaster Tim Murray, the adult
leaders and his counselor Mick Kenes.

• All of the donators and contributors to the project including Lowes, South Town Paint and Tom Gutowski.
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